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an accomplished official in the domestic administration, the type of
man who in the last analysis does not shape national decisions but
complies with them. He was an expert in subjects like social policy
and local government, but not in diplomatic nor in army matters,
an enlightened but essentially a subordinate personality.
Subsequent international crises, in which the Kaiser rattled the
sword without drawing it, still further weakened his authority over
the military chiefs. There was open talk in Berlin of their preference
for the Crown Prince, and of their readiness, if the father gave trouble,
to make him abdicate in the son's favour. The Kaiser, who behind
his bounce and bluster was very sensitive, became sufficiently aware
of the army's attitude to be intimidated by it. When the first Balkan
war occurred the army's displeasure found many voices. While her
sovereign and diplomats were asleep, it was said, Germany's enemies
had stolen a march on her. True, the army itself was unready for the
challenge, but that too was the Kaiser's fault; in his enthusiasm for
die new Flotte he had neglected das alte Heer. Instant preparation must
be made to retrieve the position.
The power of the soldiers was shown thereupon in their forcing on
the civilians the scheme for the enormous Wehrbeitrag of 1,000 million
marks. All the different arrangements for collecting and spending
this utterly unprecedented sum converged towards a common date—
the late summer of 1914. Of this the Kaiser and Bethmann-Hollweg
must both have been well aware. Yet neither took any steps to fore-
stall trouble at Vienna or to check it when it arose; on the contrary,
when Francis Joseph wrote to him after Serajevo, the Kaiser said
exactly what his general staff would have liked him to say; and the
same is true of Bethniann-Hollweg's attitude at that date. What else
could they do ? Already in May, as Colonel House found, the mastery
of the soldiers in Berlin was complete. House's evidence is excep-
tionally convincing, because he was armed with personal letters from
President Wilson, which enabled him to pass through doors closed to
ordinary diplomatists, and to watch the state of things in the highest
quarters with his own eyes.
That there was a dualism in the government of Germany in 1914*
as between the civilian and the military sections, could not be un-
known to British diplomatists either there or in London. But in
general they failed to attach anything like sufficient importance to it
Grey recognized its significance in retrospect (Twenty-Five Tears, ii.
26), but his actions hardly suggest that he did at the time. Certainly
neither the British cabinet nor its diplomatic advisers were on the
look-out for a war in August 1914; though to not a few private
observers the signs seemed unmistakable. The probable explanation
is a natural one; men following an occupation like diplomacy fix

